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Key Take Aways

 The scale and impact of the current crisis.

 Why we got here.

 What this means for: your customers. your organisation. your reputation and 
crucially your staff’s safety.

 What you can do to avoid fraud.

 What your legal obligations are.
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Welcome & Introductions



Working in valued partnerships

Trust



o What bought us here

o Risks & dangers

o Context – history and drivers

o Responsibilities

o Take away’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This a presentation about shared insight and experience. To put you in a better position to  make decisions about the future structure of your contact centre operations and to help you continue to meet your organisations  commercial and governance  objectives. 



COVID-19 response has 
forced transition to a 
WFH contact centre 
delivery model.

It’s all about balance and adjusting to change! 

What bought us here: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, this is  a forced position, but generally organisations have coped and working from home is now an operational reality.



Transition to cloud and 
digital transformation 
delivers greater agility 
and resilience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The rapid migration to homeworking and the WFH customer management model has been enabled by technologies. The transition to cloud based computing is delivering greater agility, greater resilience and given organisations with the ability to provide a continuity of service and revenue flows. In timeframes that simply would not have been possible 10 years ago.  



Green credentials - Reduced costs - Improved employee satisfaction - Increased retention -
Increased availability staff - Access to higher educated employees - More time at work -
Improved call quality - Improved overall KPI performance - Improved CSAT scores

WFH is a proven 
model with clear 
benefits.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Homeworking we should remember is not new.  Before the Covid-19 pandemic circa 13% of the UK’s working population did so from home. In our  own world of contact centre’s, organisations have tested and transitioned, all or part of their workforce, to a WFH model. Leveraging technologies to secure their environments as well as  maintain support levels for their staff .  The WFH operational model, if implemented correctly, with all the appropriate technologies, can deliver benefits and can do so whilst  supporting organisational obligations to keep personal data secure. 



It’s all about balance and adjusting to change! 

Risks and dangers: 

The WFH model has 
people, process and 
technology implications.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not having appropriate technologies in place to support people, to support process, to support performance and maintain those data security  and overall corporate governance obligations, can be problematic and lead to significant risk.



Pandemic. Part 
of your incident 
response plan? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which means, that in a forced situation, as we find ourselves in today with Covid-19,  organisations can accumulate risk  without necessarily having the knowledge or awareness to mitigate those risks. Certainly I cannot think of many organisations that had ‘pandemic’ on their ‘incident response plan’.  Sure organisations may well have WFH as part of their overall business continuity arrangements, but  have those WFH arrangements really been tested annually, as organisations are obliged to do under the DPA 2018?  I’ll leave that answer to you!!!



Contact centres 
in WFH model.  
Frying pan or 
fire?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what I want to do is share with you WHY I think that organisations are already in the ‘frying pan’, and through their Covid-19 response to transition to the WFH operational model, have jumped into the fire.



Cyber attacks 
and data fraud 
listed in top 5 
global risks.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly lets consider  the current threat landscape.Cyber crime today is State sponsored. Sharing time with the larger banks own cyber security teams as they monitor the ‘dark web’ reveals a  hugely competitive market place.  This  is not a back street market, this is an evolved market place with SLA’s  and money back guarantees on the validity of stolen data. Referencing the World Economic Forum  Global Risk Report, cyber attacks and data fraud have been consistently considered  within the top 10 likely risks for the last 7 years and both within the top 5 most likely global risks since 2017.



Cyber attacks. 
Split 70:30 external
with 55% of all 
attacks involving 
organized crime.

Source: The Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report  May 2020.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting into a bit more detail.The latest annual Verizon Data Breach investigations report, released yesterday, shows a 70:30 split  (external : internal)  on the origin of data breach.What is significant here is that 55% of all data breaches , according to Verizon  (which is 78% of all external)  involved organised crime, which is up from 38% in last years report.



243 days. 
The average time it 
takes to identify 
and contain a data 
breach in the UK.

Source: IBM Security & Ponemon Institute Report 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that covers the likelihood of cyber attack and data breach.What is of deep concern, is how quickly UK organisations have historically taken to identify and contain data breaches. According to the globally respected annual security report from IBM and the Ponemon Institute published last year, this was  (on average) 243 days.  Which means that organisations  may not even be discovering  a data compromise until 19th  Jan 2021, or at least entering or during  the peak trading period.  



Are your people 
safe and is your 
customer data 
secure?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of which would lead me to believe that the forced, or indeed rushed transition to a WFH contact centre operational model has planted a potential ‘time bomb’ within organisations. 



Spoken card 
data puts you 
at risk.

Your organisation becomes exposed to fraud related 
chargebacks, higher transaction charges & PCI compliance. 
Gala case study. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having looked at the cyber risk lets look at the immediate and current commercial risks.Taking payments over the telephone, listening to spoken payment card data  also puts your organisation at a commercial disadvantage. The best way we can communicate the significance and impact of that statement is to share  a case study. This case study demonstrates how, over a 4 year period, a small innovative UK manufacturing business eliminated chargebacks from payments taken in their telephony channel and built an award winning, patented technology that can now benefit all stakeholders in the card payments ecosystem. The case study follows Gala Tent’s story, illustrating how they grappled with a high volume of chargebacks, the initial “fraud screening” efforts they deployed to reduce the number of chargebacks and loss of product the customer frustration because of the elongated identity verification processes and Gala Tent’s frustration at having to turn away good business. The study describes the technology Gala Tent developed in-house to improve the customer experience and reduce overall operating costs, how Gala Tent has set about making the technology available so that other merchants can benefit from reducing chargebacks and overall risk when handling telephony transactions in the more fraud prone Card Not Present [CNP] payment channels, which is arguably one the biggest challenges facing the card based payments today. The full details of the Gala tent case study are available as a separate document which is part of your post event pack. 



Detective Chief Inspector Derek Robertson, Strathclyde Police. March 2011.

“We know of organised crime groups who are 
placing people within the call centres so that they 
can steal customers’ data and carry out fraud and 
money-laundering. We also know of employees 
leaving the call centres and being approached and 
coerced, whether physically, violently or by being 
encouraged to make some extra money.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whilst there is clearly a current and real commercial cost to having spoken payment card data in  your contact centre environment, there is also a people cost.I was shocked when I first read this quote in March 2011.  A decade earlier I’d been working with  a number of industry colleges  supporting Government  efforts to launch the  first Sector Skills Council, E-Skills. That  project focused on supporting people in the development of careers within the UK contact centre industry. The idea of contact centre people being exposed to organised crime in this way was shocking. So in 2012 when I had the opportunity to lead a project to secure a large contact centre estate, 2,500 seats , 5 contact centres  across 2 continents, I jumped at the chance.  What we quickly found out was how quickly our ‘red team’ staff got approached to accept cash payments in exchange  for payment card data with name, address, telephone number (NAT) details.   To put this in some sort of context, for large contact centre employers, where their staff are known to be exposed to payment card data,  and as a result, those people are approached by organised crime, I strongly suspect we will begin to see ‘class actions’ against employers within 5 years.



Reducing risk.  
Also taking away 
the temptation 
of fraud.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to make our colleagues more secure we need to take away the possibility that they could ever be compromised. It was Michael Argyle, Queen Margret College who said, it’s 4.3 times more influencing how you say something rather than what you say. Which means that our job in a customer contact centre is to create an environment where people can relax, can listen and can empathise with our customers and  perform, otherwise we simply build a performance debt.Which means that we need to take the temptation of fraud away, not just wrap security around people and begin to treat them as if they were criminals, when what we should be doing is supporting them and making it easy to have a meaningful and positive conversation with our customers.



How is the world 
responding to the digital 
economy and the changing 
profile of cyber crime? 

It’s all about balance and adjusting to change! 

Context. History & drivers: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, having covered the risks, cyber, data breach, commercial, people and performance, what is the overall context?How is the world outside our contact centres responding, not to Covid-19 but to the overall transition to the digital economy and adjusting to the changing profile of crime as retailing shifts ever increasingly towards digital and mobile channels?



Hardening of 
legal obligations 
to protect 
personal data.  

Data security by design & default still applies to WFH transition.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly we have seen a global shift towards state based data security legislation., GDPR being the most obvious example. 



PSD 2 is the legal framework within which the EU can further their single payments platform, allowing consumers to transact with merchants directly from 
their bank accounts.    Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) is the mechanism  used to secure payments ecosystem authenticate the identity of the Data 
Subject in order to process the transaction securely, thus protecting the consumer  and safeguarding their data security as implemented in the GDPR.           

The changing 
landscape of 
banking and 
payments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GDPR played the essential part of securing personal data so that EU data subjects (people) could buy goods and services directly with their bank accounts. And whilst the cynics might believe that this is all a ploy to push the payment card schemes out of Europe, the reality is that whatever the motivation, the desired outcome is the promotion of the European digital economy, but most importantly, a secure digital economy. Whilst already enshrined in European and UK law, the ‘regulation’ of the law, and in particular the Strong Customer Authentication (SCA) part of the law,  has been delayed both in the UK and within the EU. Firstly because of industry readiness to 14th March 2021 and more recently to 14th September 2021, due to Covid-19.  However, organisations  are already beginning to see growing transaction failure rates due the different timeframes within which the secure payments ecosystem is implementing SCA and making new systems available to customers. 



Securing of e-
commerce will 
cause an increase 
in MOTO fraud.

UK Government. Joint Fraud Task Force. March 2019.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does this impact on the contact centre?Well, the UK’s Joint Fraud  Taskforce  made that vey clear in March last year.  The card schemes and the banks recognised the shift in fraud from the face to face payment acceptance channel to e’commerce as chip and pin was rolled out internationally.  Today 98% plus of all the worlds data breaches are via the internet / ecommerce payments acceptance channel. So it’s not unreasonable to assume a similar effect  will happen as the internet is secured through SCA. Which means that over the medium term, there is a high risk of the MOTO payments channel (contact centres)becoming the soft underbelly of the secure payments ecosystem.  



Payment data is 
personal data.

Which means payment card data is just more attractive personal data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which simply means that organisations need to address the security of payment card data within their overall data security strategy. 



ICO’s guidance says “if you process card data and 
suffer a personal data breach, the ICO will 
consider the extent to which you have put in 
place measures that PCI-DSS requires particularly 
if the breach related to a lack of a particular 
control or process mandated by the standard”.

ICO Guidance providing an example when answering the following question.
What if we operate in a sector that has its own security requirements?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UK’s Information Commissioners Office put this statement on their website following preliminary investigations into  the breach of a well know  high street retailer. The investigation revealed that the executive team  had not considered compliance to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard  (PCI DSS) a commercial priority.This text appears in the Q&A section of the website and merely states the obvious. Which  simply means, if you were supposed to do something that you were supposed to do ‘contractually’ and did not do, and that led to a data breach, then the ICO will  take that into consideration. 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/security/


The minimum 
international data 
security standard 
required to take 
payments using cards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is the PCI DSS.?In a nut shell, this is exactly what it is.  Think of  the PCI DSS as the card schemes way of securing their data, just in the same way as the EU used the GDPR to secure EU citizens data.  A set of rules that entities need to follow if they want all the advantages of using the data to deliver services or make sales.  



Accepting spoken account data 
over the telephone puts 
personnel, the technology used, 
and the infrastructure to which 
that technology is connected, 
into scope of PCI DSS. 

Source:  PCI SSC Information Supplement- Protecting telephone-based payment card data Section 2.3 on Page 4  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To keep things in context, in anticipation of the shift in fraud, and to enable the payment card schemes to maintain the security of their data, the PCI Standards Security Council (PCI SSC) updated their guidance on protecting telephone-based payment card data on 27th November 2018.  This is  the document that I spent  a big slug of my recent life drafting and supporting.  The unique thing about this guidance document is that first PCI SSC document to promote a no cardholder data environment approach.  It terms of PCI DSS applicability, the PCI DSS applies to all system components included in or connected to the cardholder data environment (CDE). The CDE is comprised of people, processes, and technologies that store, process, or transmit cardholder data or sensitive authentication data. The key point is that as the customer has become central to our focus, contact centres have migrated towards the centre of organisational infrastructure.  Which means that the contact centre is central to data systems and very much part of the migration to cloud and the ‘as a service’ business model. 

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/Protecting_Telephone_Based_Payment_Card_Data_v3-0_nov_2018.pdf


The chain of 
compliance applies 
to payments as well 
as data protection. 

In the context of  GDPR – sub-processors can only operate under the written instruction of the data controller.

Reference:  PCI  DSS v3.2.1 Requirements 12.8 .1, .2, .3, .4 and .5  applying to merchants and third party service 
providers. Plus PCI DSS Requirement 12.9 applying only to third party service providers.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which means, just as a chain of compliance exists between data controller, data processor  and data sub-processor within the DPA2018 and  the GDPR, so a chain of compliance exists within the  PCI DSS. So for contact centres consuming Contact Centre as a Service, or even  VoIP connectivity with call recording functionality, there is an obligation on the merchant to ensure that those  third parties  comply with the PCI DSS.There are specific Requirements within the DSS that make that clear for both the merchant and the provider. 



“If you limit exposure of 
payment data in your 
systems, you simplify 
compliance and reduce the 
chance of being a target for 
criminals.”
Troy Leach. CTO PCI Standards Security Council. December 2016.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So whilst the new guidance on protecting telephone-based payment card data was the first to promote a no cardholder data environment (no CDE) approach, it was Troy Leech the PCI SSC’s CTO, that was actively promoting the approach. In interviews and at conferences. Certainly the piece of work I delivered in 2012/13, delivering the worlds first contact centre estate with no CDE demonstrated to the entire secure payments  community that such an approach was possible, it’s only a digital technology utilising SCA , effectively turning an insecure MOTO transaction into a secure ecommerce transaction, that  negates fraud related chargebacks for the  retailer AND can most often attract  lower transaction costs.Irrespective of the impact on fraud, the overall point that Troy makes remains valid.. No payment card data - nothing to steal- REDUCE RISK - simplify compliance – REDUCE COSTS. 



Who is responsible and 
what is the downside of 
not taking responsibility?  

It’s all about balance and adjusting to change! 

Responsibilities: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we  have covered the  RISKS  around cyber, data breach, commercial, people and performance.  We have then put those risks into the context of data protection regulation, the transition to a  SECURE digital economy, with reference to the existing contractual terms that exist to enable card payments.Lets now consider responsibilities and the potential downside. 



Your executive is 
responsible for your 
people and data 
security.

Your executive is also responsible for maintaining the minimum levels 
of data security required contractually to  transact with customers 
using  their payment cards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course your executive team is responsible for data security, the law of the land makes that clear and within that context, the downside is pretty clear too. Reputational risk, increase customer churn, higher costs of customer acquisition etc etcShare price – real immediate impact on shareholders and career limiting for some, as we have seen!Two further points worth sharing about downside.  Firstly there is an immediate impact of customers and their willingness to spend. We complete customer research every 2 years on UK and US consumer attitudes to data breach. In UK 2019, 58%  respondees indicated that they would either close their account or seek advice before trading again. When asked the same question about a company they were NOT a customer of, the response was 75% would not buy  or not buy for a while. The  second point is that it’s not just the ICO that will be feeling the colour of your organisations exec team. If card data is involved it will be the  card schemes reaching out to  the acquiring bank, and the bank (or in the event of a large breach) the bank and Visa typically) knocking on the door.  The level of penalties varies based on a number of factors and they vary by card scheme, but  mainly, who noticed first, the number of cards at risk  and what was the entities compliance status at the point of data compromise.  All effectively add up to a discounted rate off an initial bill of €18.00 per card at risk if long number and short number exposed.The ultimate sanction, withdrawal of card services unless a plan to resume or to certify  PCI DSS compliance is agreed within a specific timeframe.  The money, well the bank is holding that anyway because they  are processing your card transactions!!Oh, and finally, it’s worth making the point, that in all the history of  PCI DSS forensic investigations , no entity, ever, has found to comply with the PCI DSS at the point of data compromise. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So a final slide before we sum up. This was published by the World Economic Forum 48 hours or so ago. Its taken from a  report published n response to the impact of Covid-19 on the world economy. It points to the 3 most worrisome risks for companies over the next 18 months, so to Nov 2021. This is what it says to me.We are entering a period of recession, there will be  a rise in  unemployment, people will feel less secure and worry more about their futures. That will put families and individuals under increased  stress. Criminals will benefit from that, they always have…….and it’s the moderately paid that become most vulnerable to those criminals.



Your take-aways:
1. Change in risk & fraud profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 BIG take-aways.Even without Covid-19, a change in the fraud landscape will be driven by the future regulatory pressure on invoking Strong Customer Authentication (SCA). That however could be argued to only show demonstrable impact from 2022 onwards. Certainly the outlook for the next  18 – 24 months is going to be dominated by the impact of Covid-19, much as forecast by the World Economic Forum:Recession – Unemployment – Rise in criminal activity -  Increasing requirement to keep people and data safe.  



Your take-aways:
1. Change in risk and fraud profile
2. Data compliance challenge. 
Minimise the footprint, reduce 
fraud, reduce temptation of fraud 
& minimize PCI scope.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The change in risk  puts an obligation of the executive and non- executive management of the  organisation to secure their people and their data. ,  ensuring that they maintain their duty of care to employees and their obligations under data protection laws. It was May 2016 that the GDPR was passed into EU law and  May 2018 when the  UK law (DPA2018) started to be regulated.  Well run organisations will already have a data minimisation strategy.  What Covid-19 creates is an immediate need to review that strategy and strongly consider extending the same approach to payment card data, specifically spoken payment card data.  



Your take-aways:
1. Change in risk and fraud profile
2.  Creating a governance and 
data security issue. Keeping 
people and data safe.  Minimise 
data footprint. No card data.
3. WFH. Full impact assessment if 
its to be a permanent option.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making WFH work as a customer contact centre delivery model is not just a case of connecting homeworkers to customers and business applications. Sure, WFH is a valid part of a business continuity plan, but there are other factors at play which not only impact  on where we are today, but where we were before Covid-19 and where we are heading post Covid-19. 



RISK 

Its all about balance and adjusting to change.

COSTCX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We targeted this session to look at the WFH model and keeping safe.  Hopefully our  experience and  the thoughts that we have shared will help you do that.  Keeping your people safe and keeping your organisation safe, certainly requires  planning, it requires thought, but most of all it requires achieving the right balance for your organisation between customer experience, cost and RISK. To do that effectively will require a broad understanding of all the available options,  the choices you make and the impact those choices have on your bottom line. If that feels daunting, then please get in touch. We are here to help.





Next Event in the SVL Homeworking Series
Hosted by Anne Holmes

“Planning for the new norm”
Thursday 4th June @ 11.00 hrs



Q & A
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